Manuscript Collections

Note: This list, updated November 2015, includes only fully processed collections with finding aids and inventories. The JMM Archives also include some unprocessed manuscript collections, as well as archival materials that are not part of discrete manuscript collections.

For information on finding aids for the collections listed below, contact the Jewish Museum of Maryland Collections Manager. For information on other archival materials, see the JMM online collections database at jmm.pastperfect-online.com.

Personal and Family Papers:
Aaronsohn, Aaron (MS 115)
Abrams, Sen. Rosalie S., Political Papers (MS 112)
Altfeld, Milton E. (MS 7)
Ascher, Amalie Adler (MS 89)
Bachman Family Hebrew School Book Collection (MS 184)
Bernstein Family Letters (MS 137)
Beser, Rose (MS 73)
Borden Family (MS 203)
Breth, Ferdinand (MS 53)
Burke Family (MS 121)
Carliner, Herman (MS 91)
Cohen, Eli (MS 61)
Cohen, Gedaliah (MS 74)
Cohn, Henry P. (MS 49)
Coplan, Kate (MS 99)
Crockin, Sadie Jacobs (MS 95)
Dopkin, Lee (MS 19)
Dopkin, Lee, and Margery Singer Dannenberg (MS 62)
Eisenberg, Gerson (MS 68)
Fein, Dr. Isaac, Research Notes (MS 106)
Feingold, Brigadier General Bernard Collection (MS 200)
Feldman, David O. World War II Military Papers (MS 201)
Feldman, Sadie B. and Rossetta Family Collection (MS 191)
Fisher, Jacob (MS 10)
Fleischmann Family (MS 47)
Fluegel, Maurice (MS 81)
Fox, Louis J. (MS 5)
Frankle, Jerry Collection (MS 192)
Friedenwald Family (MS 161)
Glick, Rose Shanis (MS 159)
Golberg, David (MS 122)
Goldberg, Samuel and Esther, Family Letters (MS 148)
Goldstein, Eric, Research Papers (MS 94)
Goldstein, Louis and Bessie (MS 120)
Gomborov, Israel S. (MS 196)
Gordon, Isaac (Sergeant) (MS 194)
Greenberg, Leah (MS 150)
Greenfeld, Helen and William (MS 216)
Greenstein, Harry (MS 80)
Grief Family Collection (MS 223)
Grunwald, Norbert (MS 177)
Groebel Family (MS 139)
Guskin, Reuben (MS 85)
Gutman, Arthur (MS 128)
Hamburger, Klare (MS 104)
Harris, Sarah Kappelman (MS 84)
Hartman, Deborah Shochet (MS 116)
Hendler Family Papers (and Hendler Creamery Records) (MS 147)
Heppner Family Papers (MS 152)
Heppner, Benjamin Collection (MS 224)
Hofmann, Rev. Abraham (MS 102)
Hollander, Jacob H. (MS 2)
Kahn, Philip Jr., Research Notes (MS 109)
Kanner, Leo, Papers on Refugee Medical Personnel (MS 205)
Kaplan, Louis (MS 171)
Menasha E. Katz Collection (MS 197)
Katzenberg Family (MS 133)
Katzner, J. Benjamin (MS 14)
Kestenberg, Felix (MS 206)
Klawan, Harry (MS 156)
Klein, Joseph Family (MS 164)
Klein, Maurice Family (MS 72)
Kolker, Fabian Collection (MS 226)
Kramer-Labovitz Family (MS 105)
Kraus Family (MS 3)
Kuder, Morton A. Collection (MS 217)
Lansburgh Family (MS 126)
Lauffer, Stephen (MS 1)
Lever, Dr. Barry and Sandee (MS 129)
Levin family (MS 16)
Levin, Gussie Family Papers (MS 199)
Levin, Jack (MS 135)
Levin, Jastrow and Alexandra Lee, Saul Bernstein Papers (MS 98)
Levy, Lester Family (MS 77)
Liberles, Lucille (MS 17)
Lipsicus, Cantor (MS 172)
Mansbach Family (MS 125)
Meyerhoff, Lyn P. (MS 142)
Miller, Uri (MS 79)
Moses, Jacob (MS 51)
Naiman, Lillian (MS 8)
Neistadt, Samuel (MS 175)
Oppenheimer, Ernst and Meta (MS 123)
Oppenheimer-Levy Family (MS 127)
Perlman, Philip B. (MS 20)
Poliakoff, Rabbi Manuel (MS 169)
Pruce, Earl, Research Notes (MS 108)
Rifman Family (MS 119)
Rivkin, Rabbi Reuben Papers (MS 222)
Rogers, Florence (MS 78)
Rosenau Family (MS 24)
Rosenau, Rabbi William (MS 44)
Rosenberg, Ruth Blaustein (MS 48)
Rosenblatt, Rabbi Samuel (MS 65)
Rosenfeld, Edward (MS 57)
Rubin, Max (MS 219)
Saye, Hymen (MS 202)
Schloss Family (MS 157)
Schwartz, Joseph Joshua (MS 6)
Seidel, Herman (MS 13)
Shapiro Family (MS 101)
Shecter, Louis E. (MS 55)
Rabbi Jehiel B. Shoham Family Papers (MS 213)
Rabbi Shusterman Papers (MS 225)
Singer-Luskin Family (MS 103)
The Straus-Hecht Family Collection (MS 198)
Straus, Walter Simon (MS 131)
Strouse, Samuel S. (MS 9)
Szold-Levin Family Papers (Henrietta and Bertha) (MS 38)
Szold, Rabbi Benjamin (MS 37)
Taube, Herman (MS 56)
Wachter, Samuel Harry (MS 12)
Weinberg, Robert L. (MS 25)
Zamoiski, Calman J. Papers (and Joseph M. Zamoiski Co. Records) (MS 132)
Zetzer, Rose (MS 86)

Jewish Communal Institutions and Organizations:
Adath B’nei Israel Records (MS 114)
Adath Yeshurun-Mogen Abraham Congregation Collection (MS 117)
AMIT Women Chapter Collection (MS 58)
Anshe Emunah-Aitz Chaim Liberty Jewish Center Collection (MS 118)
Associated Collection (MS 170)
Azoans Papers (MS 154)
The Black/Jewish Forum of Baltimore (BLEWS) Archive (MS 189)
B’nai Abraham and Yehuda Leib Society (MS 64)
B’nai B’rith (MS 83)
B’nai Brith Menorah Lodge #771 Collection (MS 220)
B’nai Israel Synagogue Collection (MS 35)
Baltimore Council, NA’AMAT USA Collection (193)
Baltimore Hebrew College Collection (MS 31)
Baltimore Hebrew Congregation Collection (MS 42)
Baltimore Jewish Council Records (MS 107)
Beth Israel-Mikro Kodesh (Baltimore) (MS 140)
Beth Jacob Congregation (MS 211)
Jonathan Kollin Beth Israel Mikro Kodesh Records (MS 155)
Board of Jewish Education (Baltimore) Collection (MS 30)
Board of Jewish Education-Council on Jewish Educational Services (Baltimore) (MS 88)
Board of Jewish Education Publication Collection (MS 221)
Brith Sholom (Baltimore) Records (MS 146)
Camp Airy Ledgers (Thurmont, Md.) (MS 93)
Cancer Aid for Children (Edith Rosen Strauss Organization) (MS 227)
Center for Jewish Education Scrapbooks (MS 185)
Central Scholarship Bureau Records (MS 160)
Chevra Ahavas Chesed Records (MS 111)
Chizuk Amuno Congregation (Baltimore) Collection (MS 26)
Council of Orthodox Jewish Congregations Collection (MS 144)
The Council of Parent Teacher Associations of Baltimore Hebrew Schools Collection (MS 218)
Darrell D. Friedman Institute for Professional Development at the Weinberg Center Records (MS 194)
D. Schwartz and Sons, Inc Business Records (MS 204)
Edith Rosen Strauss Organization – Cancer Aid for Children Collection (MS 227)
The Eli Frank Collection of American Jewish Relief Committee Papers (MS 215)
Federation of Jewish Women’s Organizations of Maryland (MS 82)
Har Sinai Congregation (Baltimore) Collection (MS 54)
Hebrew Cultural Society (Baltimore) Records (MS 66)
Hebrew Free Loan Association (Baltimore) Records (MS 149)
Hebrew Orthodox Free Burial Society (Baltimore) Records (MS 97)
Hebrew Young Men’s Sick Relief Association Papers (MS 207)
Jewish Armed Services Records (MS 151)
Jewish Big Brother League (Baltimore) Records (MS 11)
Jewish Community Center (MS 214)
Jewish Court of Arbitration (Baltimore) Records (MS 4)
Jewish Family and Children’s Services (Baltimore) Records (MS 138)
Jewish Labor Committee Papers (MS 212)
The Jewish War Veterans Maryland Free State Post 167 Collection (MS 188)
Kesher Israel (Harrisburg, PA) Congregation Records (MS 45)
Kneseth Israel Anshe Kolk-Wolyn Congregation (Baltimore) Records (MS 141)
League Chapter Labor Zionist Organization of America (MS 21)
Levindale Collection (MS 32)
Levindale Hebrew Geriatric Center and Hospital Records (MS 92)
Lutzker Verein Records Collection (MS 39)
Miriam Lodge, K.S.B. Records (MS 162)
Mlynover Verein Society (Baltimore) Records (MS 36)
Mollie Levin Hebrew Education Collection (MS 143)
National Council of Jewish Women-Baltimore Section Records (MS 124)
National Jewish Civil Service Employees (Chesapeake Regional Chapter) Records (MS 59)
Oheb Shalom Congregation (Baltimore) Collection (MS 43) (see also Temple Oheb Shalom)
Ohel Yakov Ledger Collection (MS 186)
Pickwick Jewish Center (MS 167)
Randallstown Synagogue Center Center (MS 187)
Refugee Adjustment Committee (MS 70)
Reverend Hersz F. Kinek Circumcision Records (MS 90)
Rogers Avenue Synagogue (Baltimore) Collection (MS 87)
Roslyn Tamres L’Kavod Shabbos Society (Baltimore) Collection (MS 136)
Ruth Woolf Lebson Baltimore Unit Junior Hadassah Papers (MS 130)
Shaarei Zion (Baltimore) Collection (MS 63)
Shomrei Mishmeres Congregation (Baltimore) Collection (MS 29)
Sinai Nurses Alumnae Association Archive (MS 190)
Tau Beta Sigma (Baltimore) Sorority Collection (MS 60)
Temple B’nai Sholom (Baltimore) Records (MS 18)
Temple Oheb Shalom (Baltimore) Collection (MS 163)
Young Hadassah (MS 165)
Zionist District, Baltimore (MS 75)
Zionist Federation, Baltimore (MS 76)

Other:
Abramovitz Medical Papers (MS 100)
Carvahlo Research Collection (MS 176)
Davidson System Collection (MS 52)
Frank & Sons Business Papers (MS 158)
Hippodrome Theater Collection (MS 34)
Hochschild Kohn Collection (MS 40)
Hutzler’s Business Papers (MS 153)
Israel Myers Londontown Corporation Collection (MS 50)
Jack Lewis Funeral Home, Inc., Records (MS 110)
Jewish Sheet Music Collection (MS 69)
Kogan Printing Collection (MS 145)
Lena Barber Midwife Records (MS 113)
M. Kovens Company Installment Salesman’s Case Papers (MS 96)
Morris and Co., Inc. Records (MS 71)
S. Halle & Sons, Inc. Collection (MS 67)
Tulkoff’s Horseradish Company (MS 41)
Writing Our Selves Records (MS 134)
Yiddish Plays (MS 166)

Unprocessed Collections:
In addition to the above named manuscript collections, the JMM has unprocessed collections of family, business, and Jewish communal organization’s papers. These collections are open to researchers, but do not have complete finding aids (inventories) available at this time. They include:

Beser Family
B’nai Israel Congregation (Baltimore)
Cohen/Straus Family
D. Schwartz and Sons
Ginsberg Family
Hamburger Family
Harris Family
Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS, Baltimore)
Kolker, Fabian
Shusterman, Rabbi Abraham
Sonneborn, Rudolph and Family
Workmen’s Circle
Zurndorfer Family
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